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DIY HOME DECOR:
9 HOME DECORATING IDEAS

Hey DIY Fans,
If you’re someone who loves to make your space your own, this is the eBook for you. Decorating a new home or apartment can be overwhelming; but, with this collection of DIY
home décor projects, you will get some amazing home decorating ideas to help you design your space. These room decoration ideas are fun and exciting projects. Most of them
are very customizable, so that you can still add your own flair to any design. From DIY pillows to homemade duvet covers and DIY palette art to homemade wall hangings, there is
a project for everyone in this collection of DIY home décor.
With DIY Home Decor: 9 Home Decorating Ideas, you will be able to craft a
homemade pillow or piece of DIY wall art that fits with any sense of style. Whether you
prefer a whimsical style or rustic chic, there is a home décor project in this collection for you.
With curtain panel tutorials, painting projects, and more, each project will help you learn
a new skill while you are creating a stunning collection of home decor. By printing out this
free eBook, you will have an amazing resource for the best DIY home décor crafts around.
You can find more tutorials, tips, and DIY project ideas at http://www.diyideacenter.com/.
Our eBooks, like all our DIY tutorials, are absolutely FREE to members of our DIY project
making community. Please feel free to share with family and friends and ask them to sign
up at our Web site for our free e-mail newsletter.
Happy decorating!

The Editors of DIYIdeaCenter
www.DIYIdeaCenter.com
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MONOGRAMMED DIY PILLOWS
By: Plaid Enterprises from plaidonline.com
If you’re looking for cute and decorative ways to personalize your living room or bedroom, you should
make these Monogrammed DIY Pillows. All you need is stencils, Mod Podge, and paint to make these
DIY decorative pillows. Feel free to be creative as you wish with your designs and colors, since these
pillows should reflect your personal style while also showing your initials. DIY home decor doesn’t have to
be difficult, and you’ll have a great time making these adorable personalized pillows for your home, or as
housewarming DIY gifts.

MATERIALS LIST
FolkArt Multi-Surface Satin Acrylic Paints:
∙Daffodil Yellow, 2 oz.
∙Look at Me Blue, 2 oz.
∙Steel Gray, 2 oz.
∙Autumn Leaves, 2 oz.
FolkArt Home Decor Stencils - Letter Templates
Mod Podge Fabric, 8 oz.
Two 14” natural linen pillow covers
Painters tape
9” x 9” piece scrap fabric
Two 14” pillow inserts
Large stencil brush

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Three Letter Pillow: Lay out stencils as shown with desired letters. Tape down the inside of the stencil and
tape off 1.5 above and below letter and sides to create a large rectangle around letter. Stencil with
colors shown. Let each section dry before you tape off the next section. Remove the large letter you stenciled
around- the letter will be left in the natural fabric.
Continued on next page
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MONOGRAMMED DIY PILLOWS
By: Plaid Enterprises from plaidonline.com
2. Single Letter Pillow: Brush a thin coat on back of fabric piece with Fabric Mod Podge, let dry.(this prevents fabric from fraying when cutting)
3. Trace desired letter onto fabric piece and cut out.
4. Tape off a large stripe 2 and paint solid blue. Let dry. Paint a smaller gray stripe as shown and let dry.
5. Following directions on Mod Podge, apply letter to pillow as shown. Let dry.
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PHOTO TRANSFER DIY PILLOW
By: Plaid Enterprises from plaidonline.com
If you want to learn how to make a pillow that’s truly personalized, make this Photo Transfer DIY Pillow. You
can choose any photo you want to display on your DIY pillow covers, even a photo of your own pet! Find
your favorite picture of your dog or cat and make a copy to enlarge it to fit on regular sized paper. Then
simply apply Mod Podge onto the photo to later transfer onto the pillow. It’s an incredibly easy project, and
these pillows make great DIY gifts for your friends and family members as well.

MATERIALS LIST
Mod Podge Photo Transfer Medium, 8 oz.
3/4 Flat paint brush or squeegee
Enlarged photo copy
Wax paper
Sponge
White fabric
Black fabric
Pencil
Scissors
Sewing machine
Thread
Fiberfill

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Take a good, clear photo of your pet. Use a dry toner copy machine to enlarge photo to fit on
standard size paper 8.5 x 11 or 11 x 17 works best. Never use an actual photo.
Continued on next page
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PHOTO TRANSFER DIY PILLOW
By: Plaid Enterprises from plaidonline.com
2. Cover work surface with wax paper. Apply Mod Podge Photo Transfer Medium on to the face of the pet
image using a flat brush or squeegee and should be applied to the image in a level, medium
thickness.
3. Carefully lift coated image off of the waxed paper. Flip image over and place on white fabric.
Lightly smooth from center outwards to release any air bubbles. Allow to dry 24 hours.
4. Use a sponge to moisten the paper and then begin rubbing with light pressure over entire paper. Paper will
begin to roll up and peel away.
5. While wet, it may feel as though all paper has been removed. Allow surface to dry and repeat until no
more white haze appears. It is best to use light pressure with every repeat.
6. Trace a line 1.5 away from pet image, following shape and contours of pet if desired and cut on this line.
Use just cut image as a pattern to cut same shape out of black fabric.
7. Pin both pieces right sides together and sew 0.5 seam allowance, leaving an opening at the base.
8. Cut slits along seam, being careful not to cut through sewing. Turn right side out.
9. Stuff with fiberfill and slip-stitch opening closed.
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RELAX PILLOW AND QUILT
By: Susan Doherty for Therm O Web
Want to add an element of calm to your home decor? Try crafting a Relax Pillow and Quilt. This fabulous
DIY home decor tutorial will teach you how to embellish a purchased pillow cover and quilt with foilicious
shine in minutes! You can pick any word or phrase you like for this DIY embellishment project. So whether
you need to “relax”, “dream”, or “be happy”, you can quickly craft lovely a piece of homemade decor with
this craft tutorial. Master this technique and you can make precious pillow and quilt sets to give as gifts to
all your loved ones.
MATERIALS LIST
Pillow cover and/or quilt
iCraft® Deco Foil™ Hot Melt Adhesive
iCraft® Deco Foil™ Gold Transfer Sheets
Tools: dies or electronic cutting system, iron, ruler

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Remove pillow from cover and lay cover flat on work surface.
2. Plan wording at desired size. With paper side of adhesive sheet face up, die cut word from Deco
Foil Hot Melt Adhesive Sheet.
3. Position die-cut adhesive word on pillow cover with bumpy adhesive side down.
Continued on next page
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RELAX PILLOW AND QUILT
By: Susan Doherty for Therm O Web
4. Cover with parchment paper/pressing cloth and apply heat as directed. Let cool completely.

5. Remove paper liner from word.

6. Place Gold Deco Foil Transfer Sheet over word, shiny side up, and cover with parchment paper or pressing cloth again.

7. Apply heat as directed. Let cool completely.

8. Peel away foil sheet to reveal word.

9. For quilt, cut shapes from Hot Melt Adhesive Sheet to complement quilt design. Apply foil to quilt in
same way as pillow cover.
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DIY DUVET COVER AND PILLOW SHAMS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
It’s a wonderful feeling to replace your old bedroom duvet decor and pillow shams with new bedroom decor
that you actually like. Since bed furnishings can often be pretty expensive, try making this DIY Duvet Cover
and Pillow Shams. Learning how to make a duvet is simpler than you might think, especially with this helpful
tutorial. Make trendy DIY pillow shams to match your new duvet cover. You’ll absolutely love making your
own duvet cover and pillow shams that match your style and save you a lot of money.

MATERIALS LIST
Fabric (approx 12 yards of cotton fabric for a full size
duvet cover. Check your duvet dimensions before purchasing fabric. See step 1 for details.)
Iron and ironing board
Pins
Sewing machine and thread
Rotary Cutter and Ruler Combo (6” x 24”)
Cutting Mat (24” x 36”)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Making the Duvet: Measure the duvet insert you intend to use. Add 1” to the width measurement to
allow a ½” seam allowance on both side seams, and add 3” to the length measurement to accommodate a bottom hemmed opening. Use the Rotary Ruler to trim two pieces (one for the top and one for the
bottom) to these dimensions. This two in one tool makes it easy to quickly measure and trim large pieces of
fabric.

Continued on next page
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DIY DUVET COVER AND PILLOW SHAMS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
2. You might need to sew separate panels of fabric together to achieve your desired width of duvet cover
since cotton fabric is usually sold at 42” - 44” wide. If that is the case, place one full width of fabric down
the center of the duvet cover and join extra fabric lengths to both sides so that you do not have a seam
running down the center of the duvet cover. Be sure to match patterns perfectly.

3. Once you have your extra fabric lengths aligned, sew them to the main panel to create top and bottom
pieces for your duvet cover. Your finished dimension should match what you measured in step 1. Finish the
seams with pinking shears, and press the seam open. Do not sew the top and bottom pieces together yet.
4. Decide which end will form the opening of the duvet cover. Turn the bottom edge of one of the pieces
½” to the wrong side and press with an iron. Turn the bottom edge a further 2” to the wrong side and press
again, hiding the raw edge of the fabric. Sew the bottom hem. Repeat for the other piece of fabric.

5. Lay the top and bottom duvet pieces on top of each other with the right sides of the fabric facing each
other. Pin around the two sides and top edge, leaving the bottom, hemmed opening unpinned. Sew the
two sides seams and top seam together with a ½” seam allowance.

Continued on next page
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DIY DUVET COVER AND PILLOW SHAMS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
6. Finish the seams with pinking shears.

7. To create ties for the bottom opening of the duvet cover, use the 6 x 24” Rotary Ruler to cut 8 strips of
fabric each measuring 4” x 21”.

8. With an iron, press each strip in half lengthwise and open out. Press the raw edges in towards the center fold. Fold in half along the first centerfold to conceal the raw edges and sew the layers together along
both long edges. Use the 8” Spring Action RazorEdge Scissors to cut each sewn strip in half to create 16 1”
x 11” ties.

9. Pin the ties evenly spaced along the top and bottom hemmed opening and sew.
10. Insert the duvet and tie closed.
11. Making the Pillow Sham (standard 20’ x 26” pillow): Cut one piece of main fabric measuring 21” x
28” and one piece of solid backing fabric measuring 21” x 36” using the 6” x 24” Rotary Cutter and Ruler
Combo.

Continued on next page
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DIY DUVET COVER AND PILLOW SHAMS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
12. Use the Rotary Cutter and Ruler Combo to cut a 4” wide strip from the same fabric you used for the
duvet. Use the iron to press the fabric strip in half lengthwise, then press the raw edges in towards the
center fold. Fold in half along the first centerfold to conceal the raw edges and to create a decorative strip
1” wide and 21” long. This strip will be added to the sham as a decorative edge in a later step.

13. Fold over one short edge of the backing fabric by ½” and press with an iron. Fold over by another ½”,
press and topstitch.

14. Pin one long edge of your decorative strip to the wrong side of one short end of the main fabric sham
piece and stitch in place. Press the strip to the right side and topstitch in place.
15. Place the backing fabric on your work surface with the right side of the fabric facing you and with the
finished edge at the top. Place the main fabric on top of the backing fabric with the right side of the main
fabric facing the right side of the backing fabric, aligning at the bottom edge. The finished edge of the
backing fabric will extend beyond the main fabric at the top. Match the raw edges of the sides and bottom.
16. Fold the excess backing fabric over the pillow sham opening and pin in place along the two sides and
bottom edge. When sewn together, this will create a pocket to cover the side of your pillow on the open
end of the sham.

Continued on next page
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DIY DUVET COVER AND PILLOW SHAMS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
17. Stitch around the three sides of the pillow sham with a ½” seam allowance and trim the raw edges with
the pinking shears.

18. Turn the sham right-side out and insert your pillow to finish.
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DIY PILLOWS FOR OUTDOORS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
If your yard is in need of a makeover, try creating these DIY Pillows for Outdoors. They’re the perfect idea
for making a cute and comfortable space where you can relax and enjoy the great outdoors. These
adorable pillows and cushions will look great on any DIY outdoor furniture you have. As well as making
DIY throw pillows, you can also make bean bag cubes for fun and unique seating. Lastly cover your space
with a sun shade to protect yourself from the rays. You’ll absolutely love this private little area in your yard.

MATERIALS LIST
Pins
For one bean bag cube: 2 yards outdoor fabric
2 x 100 liter bag of bean bag beans
Heavy duty pins
Sewing machine and thread
INSTRUCTIONS
1. To make the bean bag cubes: Cut six
squares each measuring 22” x 22”, using
the 6” x 24” Rotary Ruler and Cutter
Combo.

For one floor cushion: 1 yard outdoor fabric
Heavy duty pins
Sewing machine and thread
1 x 16 oz bag of polyfil
1 package pre-made piping
For the fabric sunshade: Cotton fabric (according to
your own measurements)
Sewing machine and thread
Iron and ironing board
Rotary Cutter and Ruler Combo (6” x 24”)
Cutting Mat (24” x 36”)
Amplify RazorEdge Fabric Shears (8”)

Continued on next page
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DIY PILLOWS FOR OUTDOORS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
2. Pin one square of fabric to a second square of fabric down on one side and stitch together with a ½”
seam allowance. Reinforce the seams with a double stitched seam: after sewing your first seam, stitch a
second seam within the seam allowance, ” away from the first seam.

3. Trim away the seam allowance using the 8” Amplify RazorEdge Shears.
4. Repeat for two more squares of fabric to create 4 squares stitched together in a row.
5. Stitch the first square to the last square to create the four stitched sides of the bean bag cube.

6. Pin the right side of one of the remaining fabric squares to the right side of the top edges of the four side
pieces. Ensure each corner of the top square is aligned with the four corners of the sides. Sew the square
around the perimeter of the side pieces, easing the fabric around the curve of the corners to prevent catching
folds of fabric in your stitching. Double stitch your seam to reinforce.
7. Repeat with the bottom square piece but leave a 12” hole unsewn in one of the sides.

8. Clip corners and any bulky seams using the 8” Amplify RazorEdge Shears.

Continued on next page
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DIY PILLOWS FOR OUTDOORS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
9. Turn the bean bag the right way out through the hole you left in the seam.

10. Fill the bean bag with bean bag beans.

11. Pin the opening closed and hand stitch closed with a blanket stitch. Blanket stitch around all seams for
extra reinforcement.
12. To make the cushions or pillows: Use the 6” x 24” Rotary Cutter and Ruler Combo to cut two squares of
outdoor fabric measuring 20” x 20”.

13. Pin the contrast piping to the right side of one of the cut squares. Align the raw edge of the piping with
the raw edge of the fabric. Sew the piping to the fabric.

Continued on next page
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DIY PILLOWS FOR OUTDOORS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
14. Trim the excess piping using the 8” Amplify RazorEdge Shears.

15. Lay the second cut fabric square on the cutting mat. Place the fabric square with the piping attached
on top of it and pin together with right sides facing. Sew the two squares together using the stitches from
sewing the piping as your guide. Leave an 8” hole unsewn in one side for turning.

16. Trim the corners using the 8” Amplify RazorEdge Shears.

17. Turn the cushion to the right side and fill with polyfil.
18. Pin the hole closed and stitch to close the cushion.
19. To make the sun shade: Measure your space to determine how much fabric you require to make your
sun shade.
20. Trim the short end of your fabric piece using the 6” x 24” Rotary Cutter and Ruler Combo.
21. Fold the raw edge of one short end ½” to the wrong side and press with an iron. Turn the end over
again by ½” and press. Pin the fold in place and sew to give a neat hem to the fabric.
22. Repeat for the other short end of the fabric.

Continued on next page
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DIY PILLOWS FOR OUTDOORS
By: Emma Jeffery from Fiskars.com
23. Suspend your fabric swathe from a patio cover or upright poles in the ground.
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LOVE LIFE PALETTE
By: Lorin Glazer for Therm O Web
Create this stunning Love Life Palette to add to your home decor. Transform your favorite “words to live by”
into unique wall art using die-cut letters and sophisticated foil finishes. This technique can be used to add
dimension and shine to any porous surface, including paper. Rustic wood pallet ideas are trendy and chic,
but the shimmering foil finishes make this project extra special. If you are looking for home decorating ideas
that are sure to bring a smile to your face every time you see them, this beautiful wood pallet project is just
what you need.
MATERIALS LIST
Rustic wooden palette, 11-1/2”x11”
Acrylic paint
iCraft® Deco Foil™ Foam Adhesive Sheets
iCraft® Deco Foil™ Transfer Sheets: Pink Melon, Gold, Teal
Tools: dies or electronic cutting system, ruler

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Paint horizontal planks of palette desired color; let dry. Apply second coat; let dry.
2. Plan wording at desired size. Die cut necessary letters from Deco Foil Foam Adhesive Sheets.

3. Using photo as guide, separate words into groups by desired color. For example, LOVE is Pink Melon,
LIVE is Teal and remaining words are Gold. Be sure no letters are reversed.
Continued on next page
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LOVE LIFE PALETTE
By: Lorin Glazer for Therm O Web
4. Remove paper liner from front of first foam letter.

5. Place foam letters, sticky side down, onto back of desired Deco Foil Transfer Sheet. Be sure letters do
not touch as adhesive is very strong.

6. Turn foil sheet over and rub over all shapes with fingertips.

7. Carefully peel away foil sheet from letters.

8. Remove paper liner from back of each letter, one at a time, and press to palette.
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LASER STATE ART
By: Julia Sandvoss for Therm O Web
Show everyone the place your heart calls home! Craft this awesome Laser State Art. This DIY wall art
would be fabulous in an entryway, or as a pretty living room piece. You also can make a whole gallery wall
of all the states your friends and family members live in, so you have a reminder of them in your home even
if they live a long distance away. Chic DIY laser art makes a perfect gift for faraway friends or loved ones,
too. You can try this fun and easy technique with any state or favorite image or sentiment you adore.

MATERIALS LIST
Frame, 5”x7”
White glossy cardstock, 8-1/2”x11”
iCraft® Deco Foil™ Transfer Sheets: Gold, Red
iCraft® Deco Foil™ Foam Adhesive Sheets
iCraft® Deco Foil™ Parchment Paper
12” Royal Sovereign Foil Laminator
Tools: computer, laser printer, state graphic of choice, tiny
heart punch

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Download state graphic, resizing as needed. Print onto center of cardstock and trim to fit frame.
2. Place cardstock, image side up, inside folded parchment paper. Cut piece of Gold Deco Foil Transfer
Sheet slightly larger than image and place over cardstock, color side up.

Continued on next page
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LASER STATE ART
By: Julia Sandvoss for Therm O Web
3. Turn on Royal Sovereign laminator and preheat at 5mil setting for 10 minutes. If you have a different
laminator, be sure to do a test image before creating final project.
4. Insert folded parchment paper into laminator with fold at lead edge. Rollers will “catch” parchment and
pull it through.

5. Remove piece from laminator and let cool.

6. Peel away foil sheet to reveal image.

7. Punch tiny heart from Deco Foil Foam Adhesive Sheet. Remove top paper liner from heart and cover
sticky side with sheet of Red Deco Foil, color side up. Rub over heart with fingertips.

8. Peel away foil sheet. Remove paper liner from back of heart and press to image.
9. Insert finished laser art into frame.
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HOW TO PAINT A CHEVRON WALL
By: Plaid Enterprises from plaidonline.com
If you’re looking for a way to add a bold style print to a wall in your home, learn How to Paint a Chevron
Wall with this easy-to-follow tutorial. All you need is chevron stencil designs and your chosen paint color to
completely transform a once boring wall into one that catches your attention every time you walk into the
room. This DIY chevron wall will look fantastic by your headboard in your bedroom or against a solid, neutral-colored sofa or chair in your living room.

MATERIALS LIST
FolkArt Stencill Adhesive
FolkArt Home Decor Chalk Oatmeal, 8 oz.
FolkArt Home Decor Brushes Chalk Paint Brush
FolkArt Home Decor Wall
Stencils - Chevron
Water basin
Paper towels
Foam plates
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Apply liquid stencil adhesive to back of stencil referring to bottle for application instructions.
2. Center stencil on wall and apply Oatmeal with chalk paint brush. Remove stencil and clean if needed.
3. Place stencil on either side of first chevron and repeat process.
4. Continue left and right, up and down until wall is covered.
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HOW TO MAKE CURTAIN PANELS
By: Emma Jeffery from fiskars.com
It’s great to receive hand-me-down curtains when you’re tight on money, but these curtains might not be
the correct length or fit your personal style and home decor. When you learn How to Make Curtain Panels
you can make your curtains the exact length you want them while also adding a trendy and cute contrast
to the pattern of your curtains. Use a solid color window panel to match if you have curtains with a design
on them. Learning how to sew curtain panels is so easy, and you’ll love how it completely transforms your
curtains.
Materials List
Curtain panels and co-ordinating fabric yardage
Sewing machine, thread and pins
Iron and ironing board
Tailors Chalk
Amplify RazorEdge Serrated Fabric Shears (8”)
Acrylic Ruler (6” x 24”)
Micro-Tip Scissors (No. 5)

Instructions
1. Hang your curtains and to determine the length of fabric required to reach the floor. For example: the
panels in our curtains are 13” in length and will need an extra 4” of fabric added to the finished length
of the curtains. Add an additional 4” to the final length measurement to allow for seam allowance and
hemming.
2. Measure the width of your existing curtain panel and add 4” to this measurement. This will be the required width of your solid fabric.
Continued on next page
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HOW TO MAKE CURTAIN PANELS
By: Emma Jeffery from fiskars.com

3. Mark your cutting lines using tailors chalk and the acrylic ruler, using the dimensions from step 1 and
step 2.

4. Cut your fabric using the Amplify® Serrated Shears. These shears are perfect for cutting heavy weight
home dec fabrics as well as sheer panels and voiles.
5. Hem the sides of the solid fabric panels by turning each side 1” to the wrong side and pressing with
an iron. Turn over by 1” again (to hide the raw edge) and press. Pin then stitch the sides of each solid
panel. Lay the solid panel on top of the existing curtain and check the widths are equal.
6. Next you need to determine where to pin the solid panel to the existing curtain. Lay out your curtain
panel and measure from the top of the panel down. We pinned our panels 74” down from the top edge of
the curtain to create 86” long curtains. Pin the right side of the solid panel to the right side of the curtain,
using the acrylic ruler to check you have pinned it in a perfectly straight line.

7. Use a basting stitch to temporarily sew the solid panel to the curtain. We recommend hanging each
curtain to check the position of each solid panel before permanently sewing the seam.
Continued on next page
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HOW TO MAKE CURTAIN PANELS
By: Emma Jeffery from fiskars.com
8. Once you are satisfied with the position of the solid panel, sew it to the rest of the curtain and remove the
basting stitches using the Micro-tip® scissors. Hang the curtains once more to determine hem length. Turn up
the bottom edge of the solid panel to the wrong side and pin in place. Since the curtains are hanging from the
rod, you can determine whether the hem is straight or adjust accordingly. Use the Acrylic Ruler to measure the
distance from the bottom of the hem to the floor.

9. Carefully remove the curtains from the rod and press the hem you marked with pins. Tuck the fabric’s
raw edge under the fold to hide it and prevent fraying. Sew the hem.

10. Trim any loose threads with the Micro-tip® scissors and hang the curtains for the final time.
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